










For any educational establishment, a single solution is 
unlikely. Individual learning and support environments vary 
in occupancy and in function – from general or teaching 
zones, to those with specialist uses and activities. 

So HVAC projects in this sector can typically involve 
a complex mix of requirements.

Fläkt Woods has long experience of working
in close partnership with Local Government
and other authorities and organisations 
responsible for delivering educational 
facilities, whether new or refurbished. 

Precisely the right system
for all Education environments 

Toilets

Fast, efficient removal of odours and air-borne pollutants 
contribute to the maintenance of cleanliness and an
acceptable environment in communal sanitary areas. 

Recommended products 

FANS: Boxed (MiniBox, 
SingleBox, TwinBox, 
Copford). In-line 
Centrifugal (ILCs)

CONTROLS: iFan controls

CLEANVENT EXHAUST:
with nano-technology coating

Gymnasium/indoor sports

Differing types of activity and occupancy mean a broad 
spectrum of functional requirements to ensure efficient 
removal of used air and the introduction of fresh supplies.
Systems need to contain and control the periodic build up 
of high humidity levels and temperature.

Recommended products 

AIR DISTRIBUTION: FloorMaster DV displacement; 
Activent ducting; Drum louvres served by 

AHUs: EU, eQ and VEKA with

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

FANS: Boxed (MiniBox, SingleBox, TwinBox, Copford); 
Roof Units (DSP, DSM and DSC)

Admin/staff areas

Variable occupancy during the working day requires sensitivity 
to demand, as well as the maintenance of optimum air quality 
and comfort to facilitate staff concentration at work. 

Recommended products 

CHILLED BEAMS: Flexicool IQ or QP

AIR DISTRIBUTION: FloorMaster DV displacement; Activent
ducting; QZ fan coil units; grilles and Varimix diffusers served by 

AHUs: EU, eQ and e3co HR with

FANS: Boxed (MiniBox, SingleBox, TwinBox, Copford) & Heat
Recovery Units: Axial (JM Aerofoil); In-line Centrifugal (ILCs)

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

CONTROLS: eQ integrated controls & iFan controls
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Smoke control

The safety of staff and students must 
always be a priority. In stairwells, lobbies
and atriums, the extraction of hot,
smoky gases must be controlled. This
can be achieved by using fully designed
natural or powered extract systems 
(or via a designed pressurisation system).

Recommended products 

POWERED: Axial fans (JM Aerofoil, 
JM High Temperature Aerofoil, 
JM Bifurcated, JM MaXfan)

NATURAL: Louvred smoke vents,
glazed casement vents, glazed 
louvred vents

Recommended products 

CHILLED BEAMS: Flexicool IQ or QP

AIR DISTRIBUTION: FloorMaster DV displacement; 
Activent ducting; Optivent VAV; QZ fan coil units; 
grilles and Varimix diffusers served by

AHUs: EU, eQ or e3co HR with

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

FANS: Boxed (MiniBox, SingleBox, TwinBox, Copford) &
Heat Recovery Units:  Axial (JM Aerofoil); In-line Centrifugal  

CONTROLS: eQ integrated controls & iFan controls

Classrooms

High occupancy levels during teaching periods require 
energy-efficient and controllable demand-based management
of air quality and temperature. The comfort, health and 
alertness of staff and pupils is ensured during the learning
process, but operating costs can be minimised when these 
facilities are unoccupied.
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Library

An environment conducive to study requires unobtrusive
draught-free and quiet control of temperature, air purity 
and humidity.

Recommended products 

CHILLED BEAMS: Flexicool IQ or QP

AIR DISTRIBUTION: FloorMaster DV displacement; Activent
ducting; Optivent VAV; grilles and Varimix diffusers served by

AHUs: EU, eQ or e3co HR with

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

CONTROLS: eQ integrated controls

Restaurant

An area that can be virtually empty for much of each day, 
punctuated by periods of very high occupancy and heat 
generation. The comfort and health of users needs to be 
balanced with energy efficiency considerations when not in use. 

Recommended products 

AIR DISTRIBUTION: FloorMaster DV displacement; 
Activent ducting; Drum louvres served by

AHUs: EU, eQ or e3co HR with

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

FANS: Axial (JM Aerofoil); Boxed; Plate; Roof Units & Heat
Recovery Units

CONTROLS: eQ integrated controls & iFan controls

Kitchen

As well as normal ventilation, food preparation areas typically
need additional air management functions, including ambient
cooling, safeguards against carbon monoxide, and the 
effective containment and neutralising of food smells. 
These include canopied solutions for cooking facilities.

Recommended products 

AIR DISTRIBUTION: Displacement; Activent Ducting; 
Drum louvres served by

AHUs: EU, eQ and VEKA with

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

FANS: Boxed (PowerBox, PowerBox GreaseFighter); 
Axial (MaXfan, JM Aerofoil, JM Bifurcated); 
Plate fans; MPS

CONTROLS: eQ integrated controls
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Auditoria

High occupancy levels in auditoria require energy-efficient 
and controllable demand-based management of air quality,
temperature and humidity. The comfort of occupants is
ensured during lectures, whilst operating costs can be
minimised when these facilities are unoccupied.

Recommended products 

AIR DISTRIBUTION: FloorMaster DV displacement; 
Activent ducting; Drum louvres served by

AHUs: EU, eQ or e3co HR with

CHILLERS: ClimaFläkt

FANS: Boxed (MiniBox, SingleBox, TwinBox, Copford) 
& Heat Recovery Units;  Roof Units (DSP, DSM and DSC)

CONTROLS: eQ integrated controls & iFan controls



With the right air 
management technology 
installed in buildings, 
there’s impressive 
scope for cutting energy 
consumption and costs.

On average, 68% of a non-domestic
building’s energy needs are shared 
between heating, cooling and ventilation.

An efficient energy recovery system 
is a vital ingredient because it positively
affects the load on the cooling and
heating functions. 

Reducing energy bills

Recent changes to Building Regulations,
requiring lower rates of air-leakage from
buildings, have also raised the potential
for energy recovery.

But this opportunity to improve the 
overall energy performance of a 
building can only be realised if the right
energy-recovery technology is deployed.
Efficiency is key to minimising 
consumption and reducing the bills. 

Fläkt Woods has the technology options
to ensure you maximise that potential. 

Supplying more 
heating using recovered energy

Each type has its own merits apart 
from its comparative energy recovery 
efficiency rating. Accordingly, ultimate
choice (see opposite) may also be 
influenced by specific application needs. 

In practice, AHUs rarely operate at 
peak load conditions. So the quoted 
efficiency ratings can actually deliver 
a greater proportionate reduction in 
energy demand for heat. 

For example, 76% efficiency can typically
reduce annual heating demand by as
much as 95%. Meaning that, for large
periods, ALL heating requirements are
being provided via recovered energy.

Maximising the potential
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Examples: comparing the benefits of Fläkt Woods energy recovery technology

Increased efficiency means greater energy recovery (pink area) and reduced heating need (red area) – in both time and degree.

Energy recovery

Ecoterm® run-around coil: at 42% efficiency Recuterm® plate exchanger: at 57% efficiency Regoterm® thermal wheel: at 76% efficiency 



Reference projects

Middlesbrough College invests in a lifetime of energy savings
Fläkt Woods provided one of its largest ever turnkey contracts in the UK,
matching the precise air handling needs for Middlesbrough’s new state-of-
the-art college, on the Tees Valley’s biggest regeneration site.  The £68m
college caters for a total of 20,000 students and more than 600 staff. 

Energy savings

The company supplied 17 air handling units from its EU range. Most of the
units are fitted with the Fläkt Woods thermal wheel energy recovery system,
working in combination with  CoolMaster indirect evaporative cooling. This
unique configuration will allow the college to reduce the peak cooling load on
the chiller by as much as 30-40%.

CoolMaster

The CoolMaster system has an evaporative humidifier in the extract air
stream.  Through absorption the extract is cooled and then this cool air is
transferred using a high efficiency sensible energy recovery device such as a
Thermal Wheel or Econet.  Using this method can normally reduce the
temperature of the supply air by some 6 or 10ºC.

Chillers and chilled beams

The contract also includes the supply of chillers and over 560 chilled beams
from the new IQID range. These vary in length from 1.8m to 3.0m. IQID is a
chilled beam which integrates ventilation, cooling and heating, and can be
adjusted almost like a ceiling diffuser with a complete range of functions,
fulfilling most needs for indoor air climate.

Fläkt Woods is an acknowledged leader in the field of education
air management in the education sector. Our reference list
includes:
Germany
• Brandenburgische Technische Universität, Cottbus
• Universität , Frankfurt am Main
• Campus Westend, Frankfurt
• Technische Universität, Dresden
• Friedrich Schiller Universität, Jena
• Technische Universität, Chemnitz
• Martin Luther Universität, Halle-Wittenberg
• Brandenburgische Technische Universität, Cottbus

Ireland
• Trinity college Dublin
• University college Dublin
• Cork School of Music

UK
• Oxford University
• South Lanarkshire Schools
• University of Nottingham
• Ark Academy, Wembley
• Caledonian University, Glasgow

France
• University Paris Jussieu 
• University Bagnolet
• College Dunant
• College Thiers Vaillant
• School des Chènes
• School Vulaine

Iceland
• Laugamesskóli  
• Grunnskóli Sanderoi

Portugal
• Escola de Santo André
• Escola Manuel Laranjeiro
• Escola Avelar Brotero

Sweden
• Jonkoping University
• Storsjo School, Umea
• Fenix High School, Vaggeryd
• Spiran, Jonkoping 

Finland
• University of Helsinki
• University of Joensuu
• Vaasa Vocational Institute

USA
• Marywood University, Pennsylvania
• Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore
• University of Maine,/ Orono
• Furman University, South Carolina
• Red Wing High School, Minnesota  

Energy efficient air handling solution
for Frankfurt University

Customer: Frankfurt University, Germany 

Need: Energy efficient ventilation solution
that can meet any air handling requirement. 

Solution: Fläkt Woods’ EU air handling units
with Econet® to integrate energy recovery,
heating and cooling.



Fläkt Woods Limited

18, avenue Louis Casaï, CH-1209 Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 22 309 3800
email info@fl aktwoods.com www.fläktwoods.com

See global website for international
sales offices www.fläktwoods.com

We Bring Air to Life

Fläkt Woods is a global
leader in air management.
We specialise in the design
and manufacture of a wide
range of air climate and air
movement solutions. And
our collective experience 
is unrivalled. 

Our constant aim is to 
provide systems that 
precisely deliver required
function and performance,
as well as maximise 
energy efficiency.

Air Handling Units (AHUs) 

Modular, compact and small AHU 
units. Designed to ensure optimisation
of indoor air quality, operational
performance and service life.

Air Terminal Devices and Ducts

Supply and exhaust diffusers and 
valves for installation on walls, ceiling 
or floor are all included in our large
range and fit all types of applications.

Chilled Beams 

Active induction beams for ventilation,
cooling and heating, and passive
convection beams for cooling. For
suspended or flush-mounted ceiling
installation – and multi-service config-
uration.  With unique Comfort Control
and Flow Pattern Control features.

Residential ventilation 

A complete range of products for
residential ventilation. Consists of
ventilation units, exhaust air fans and
cooker hoods designed to optimise
indoor comfort and save energy.

Energy Recovery

Dessicant-based product and systems
that recover energy, increase
ventilation and control humidity

Solutions for all your air climate and air movement needs 

Fläkt Woods is providing solutions for ventilation and air climate for buildings as

well as fan solutions for Industry and Infrastructure.

Fans 

Advanced axial, centrifugal and 
boxed fans for general and specialist
applications. Comprehensive range
including high temperature and ATEX
compliant options. Engineered for 
energy efficiency and minimised life 
cycle cost.

Chillers 

Air-cooled and water-cooled chillers 
with cooling capacity up to 1800kW.
Designed to minimise annual energy
consumption in all types of buildings

Controls and drives 

Variable speed drives and control
systems, all tested to ensure total
compatibility with our products. 
Specialist team can advise on energy
saving and overall system integration.

Acoustical Products 

A complete line of sound attenuating
products, including rectangular and
round silencers, Media Free silencers,
custom silencers and acoustic 
enclosure panels.

Fläkt Woods operates a policy of continuous improvement and reserves the right to supply products that may differ from 
those illustrated and described in this publication. Certified dimensions will be supplied on request on receipt of order.

Kumanovska 14, 11000 Beograd, Serbia
Tel.: +381 11 383 6886, 308 5740 • Fax: +381 11 344 4113

E-mail: gobrid@eunet.rs • www.airtrend.rs • www.gobrid.rs 




